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T

HE farming

peaple of the United States and Russia have many

common ties.

The many similarities of dimate and soil which condition agriculturd production in the U n i d States and Russia are well known.
Much of Russia, moreover, is a country of recent agricuItura1 colonization like our own West, only in Ruwia it was the trek eastward to
settle the vast spaces beyond the Don and Volga and the UmIs.

We introduced a number of valuable Russian wheat varieties and
the Russians introduced American cotton varieties, with cansequent
important mu1ts for the American wheat and Russian cotton industry. It was to the United States as a model and a soof supply
that 'the Russians turned when they began to intraduce power farming
in their country.
During the present war, seed contributed by Amerian farmers and
areedmen and lend-lead by our government is helping to rehabilitate
the regions of the Soviet Union devastated by the enemy. Lend-Iease
food produced by American farmers is helping to d n t a i n adequate
rations for the heroic Red Army.

I sincerely hope that witK the victory over our common enemy and
of peace, the wounds inflicted by the Nazis on Russian
. agriculture and lam population will s&n k healed and that c o o p
eration on the scientific level which we in the United States Department of Agriculture have always encouraged, will flourish more than
ever before to the mutual benefit of the Ameriean and Russian farmers.
the return
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Soviet Farmers
When Hitler Struck

w

HitIer struck, the farms in the north of the USSR were ending heir sowing and the farms of the south were beginning their
harvest. By radio into every far-flung harnIet came the word that the
greatest war in history was on.
Would collective farming, successful in peacetime, prove able to
meet the test of war? In other European lands the farm population
had fled in panic and later, creeping b a d to its individual a m , had
produced for the Nazis. But as the Germans poured into the Ukraine,
a race began between them and the Soviet farmers for the p i n harvest.
Teachers, students, city workers and the Red Army all helped get in
the crops. By September I , ninetenth of the Ukraine grain was harvested; by September 10, before the Germans reached the rich heart
of the Ukraine, some 60 per cent of the grain had been removed h m
the areas near the h n t .
Then crops began to "change addreses," as the Russians said. Millions of farmers moved eastward taking their skills and their seeds.
Before leaving they destroyed a11 h a t might benefit the enemy, delivered their livestack to the Red Army and got receipts. A thousand
or two thousand miles to the east, their hmts met them. The hats
were other farming families, part of the great collective farm system.
The guests received shelter, food to live an till harvat, garden plots
and jobs on the eastern.farms, and sometimes a cow and chickens for
family use. But none d thia was charity. It was credit against their
work share in the coming crop.
Not all went eastward. Many remained behind from choice or
necessity. The able~bodiedwe'nt into the woods as "partisan warrim,"
attacking the Nazis from the rear. Although known as guerrillas, they
HEN
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with r i b , machineguns, minethrowem, flame-throwers, and divided
into infantry, c a m , artillery, engineers. They mmmuaiated with
the Red Amy by two-way radio and by me58eager plane. Some farmer
u n i t s had their own a i d . While their villages remained under the
German yoke they mid on mnhtent warfare against the enemy.
When the Red Armies returned westward, they joined with t h h in
the liberating of their villages, and the day after were back at their
plows.
The scientists and r e m d u l farmers of the Soviet collectives aided
in another "change of addresses." In the north, flax-growing was
introduced, while cotton p e r s of the south sowed wheat to make
up for lases in the occupied regions. Sugar kern found a new home
in the Caucasus, and sugar a n e was introduced in Kazakhstan.
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The Ted of War

T o understand the test Soviet agriculture had to face, certain general facts about the war as-it affected Russia should be borne in mind.
For three years the Soviet people withstood more enemy soldiers than
tsarist Russia, FrameI Britain and America combined during the first
World War. Of the Kaiser's gao divisions, 85 marched against Rwia,
plus AustreHungarian divisions equivalent in h y o w e r to about
forty German divisions, and were enough to bring tsarist R d a to
collapse and famine, Of Hitla's a56 Germaa divisions, 185 W e d
against Russia with enough satellite troops to bringit up to between
a& and s57 divisions.
At the height of the Nazi penetration, an area of 600,ooo square
miles of Russia, including the mmt prductive farm lands producing
about go per cent of Russia's farm output, was occupied. The area
included hvo-fifths of the grain lands, half the potato fields, 85 per
cent of the sugar l m t are& 60 per cent of the area sown to sunflowers,
Russia's rhief murce of vegetable oil. The toss was equal to what the
United States would suffer if all of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
Missouri, Wisconsin and Southern Minnesota were in enemy hands.#
By Hitlm's seizure of the bread-basket and sugar-bow1 of Russia,
he hoped to feed his wwld-~)nquest,for which Western.Emp is

-
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insuf6cient. For two yean Hider held the Soviet bread-hdet and
sugar-bowl but he did not -get the a d and 8d
the Sooiet
Union, though reduced ta war r a t i o d d not starve.
The Life of a Fronf tinm Farm
k t us see how the r y p i d collective farm in the b n t line regions
met the rest of war. Every faxm had its working brigade of lifty to a
hundred ablebodied men stnd women, long accustomed to wan work.
These could become hbor battalions for the army, bringing deir own
field kitchens, food and ooob. Everjr farm had its defense organiaation
and its sport dubs, its sharpshooters with weapom; hwe was the f@uing p u p already formed. Every farm had its summer nursery managed by the older mothers with the aid of nurses; here was the group
that evacuated rhe children fothe rear.
At first this typical Ukrainian collectme farm was ini the immediate
rear of the Red A m y . Tbrough its long street rolled munition pucks
for the front. In a e of need, the machine &up was handy for repair
work. Forty of the Earmm worked full time repairing mads for the
,army trucks. During a lull in the *ti%
fifty Red Army men, in
return, hanested forty aeres of wheat and fdty acres of peas. Meantime
gangs of farm &Is and women, under direction of Red Amy nappcra,
dug trencbes and moufhgd them with foliage.
Then the Red Army was forced to retreat. The farm was informed.
Young farmers entered the granary, loaded the last nine uu& and
sent them to the railway station m o d a g e d under g~leenbugha
The trucks were turned over to the R d Army in return for d p k
Four tons of barley and vetch that could not be removed, were burned,
The tractors plowed down the sugar beets. The m-ia
h k up
the fuel tank the bla&mith b t r o y e d hawester and thmher, dter
burying the most expensive parb well @Wed, to preserve them. The
best horses were hidden In the w&
for the b m u g u e d h . Fourteen
fattened pigs were slaughtered for the Red Armyj the rest delivered to
the railway point.
The Trek of s Mnchine and Tractor Station
At the same tirne the Machine and Tmctm Station that smved the
farms in this district took its equipment into the interior. Seventy

tmctm led the way, followed by truckloads of motors. hameters,
lathm. Behind them as they went they heard the thunder of artillery.
Eremy pIaneg aetackd and killed several members of their cofurna
They buried their dead and journeyed on. For days they dthe
R w h plains, then circled Stdingrad and headed south. A thousand
m i h to the southeast near the Persian border they reached their
destination. Jumping horn their tractors, they picked up handfuls of
soil, and declared it good.
Then the reception committee of l a d f a r m q who had come to
meet them, handed them a Iarge h x of seed. "American seed," they
said. "Americana sent new seed far this new soil!" American seeds had
also changed addresses in this global war1

Figwing Furmen
Two or three anecdotes will show 'how fntr the fighting Soviet
farmers of t d a y have &an@
horn the once illirerate "muzhik." A
farmer dismvered a Gwman field telephone line, tapped it, and d e d
t8e connecting wire across the front to-RedArmy headquarters. R d
Army men, listening to the German plans, were able to smash them.
What old-style peasant codd have tapped a telephone line?
By a sudden dawn attack a group of farmer fighters captured six
German airplanes on the ground, They damyed five. The sixth was
flown to the Red Army by a farmer, who in civil life had taken fiying
courses as a hobby.
A sixteen year old village boy discovered eight German tanks in a
@y. The fighting farmers reconnoitering realized tbat the tanks were
out of gas and awaiting supplies. They organized an attack by three
group: gasoline throwersI riflemen and mctm-driver?l. The gasoline
&rowers Bent the four end tanks up in flames. The twelve G m a n s
who jumped out of the middle four tanka were shot by the riflemen.
The four uninjured tanks were then driven off to the woods by the

tractor-drivers.

'

W a r Against Hunger

W

HILEspectacular deeds like these were wearing down the Witler
troops on the o m d e front, the farmers of the unoccupied regions cmied on an equally important war. It was the war of the

Russian people against hunger. The Nazi occupation of the nation's
most fertile farming lands was a dangerous threat. No doubt the
Germans counted on a Soviet collapse through hunger.
The threat was met by the Russian farmers. "Plant new areas!
Increase fertility!" were their slogana They carried them out though
the Red Army had taken the best of the manpower, many of the trucks
and tractors and much of the liquid fuel. It was mainly women, c h S
dren, old men and cripples who fought the war against famine. The
farm women however, included eleven million specialistsl
In the last war all branches of Russian agriculture declined and the
peasants were left destitute. But the collective farmdl have shown their
vitdity by inaeasing production under unimaginable ohtades. Take
for example the Gorky region, an important Central Ruaian agricultural area. In the first years of the last war with its able-bodied men
away, its horses and livestock decimated fox the army's use, its fields
were turned to wasteland

and cattle raising 'declined catastrophic~Uy.

Its cultivated area slumped by over 5 w , m acres.
In the present war,howthe cultivated area in this same region
inmeased by almost 400,ooo a m in two years of war, and all yields
were improved. During the war the number of cows in this region has
inaeased by 67 per cent and pigs by I r 8 per cent. T h e tractors and
horses turned wer to the army were r e p l a d by o ~ m .The men' at
the front were replaced by women and old people who achieved aU this
by putting in intensive work at long hours. Gorky region was no
exception. Everywhere behind the lines the Swiet farms intensiM

&emirwork to make up for the 1- of production in the occupied
*om.
In I 940, before the war, the Karpov family in the Urals had earned
654 'Fumkdays'' by joint labor, of which the man had earned 456, the
wife 133 and the two boys in the early teens 65. The father went to
war, yet in l g q ~the Karpav family, accomplished 673 workdays, Mrs.
K a t p v nkd her. 193 to 387, and the two lmys raised their 65 to 287.
Russia's collective farms were run by millions of Karpov families.
In the desperate autumn of rgql, they sowed to winter aops four
million acres more than were m n in the same area the previous year.
In 1942 the acreage haease was 6,500,000 aaes above the 4 million
of 1941 and in lgqg there was a further i n k of i$,oooIooo a m .
In rgqg, despite Nazi occupation, the total mop area of the Soviet
Union was 96 per ant larger than in r g q , and sg per cent larger
than in 1916, also the third year of a devastating war. And deepite
the loss to the farms of skilled manpower, each mllective h e r cultivated twice the average area the Russian farmex cultivated in 1919.

It was a grim job, this war against hunger, The Red Army got its
three sqwres a day and nobody grudged than. But most of Russia's
farmers went without sugar for two years. When American lard reached
Russia, rhe housewiva used it for a bread-spread; it was far too
precious for cooking. Civilian Russia was on an iron diet of 1dories, as compared with 2500 in wartime Britain and ,3000 in wartime Ameria.
On that diet the Russian people worked twelve, thirteen, fourteen
hours a day. It was worst of dl in Leninpd. There during the siege
people lived on five slim of bIack bread and two glasses of hot water
a day. Yet on that food Leningrad worked, produced munitions, fought
back the C;ermans. More people died of hunger in Leningrad than of
German bombs. In the rest of Russia people died also, not exactly of
hunger, but of working too hard on tw little fmd. Just as the Red
Army was driven back by the German onslaught so the Russian p p l e
were driven back in the war with hunger. And just as the Red Army
kept its fighting organization unbroken until it was able to turn the
tide toward victory, so the Russian people held their ranks unbroken
byhungeruntilthattidedsoturned.
.

''
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Women and Children Wch in
In the winter of I 941-qa, ~85,000new tractor drivers were trained
and 49,000 combink operators. They were women whose men had gone
to war. In the same winter the children in all the seventh, eighth,
ninth and tenth grades, all over Russia, cook special fanning courses,
preparing to help the farms.
In February and March the children's field-groups, already organized, began corresponding with the farms to which they were going.
In March medical examinations were made, to tell what work each
child might do without injury to heaIth. Few children were needed
in the plowing season. They went in June, boys and girls separately,
the schools dosed two weeks early to kt them go. That summer
3,505,348 children with 150,096 teachers as leaden, did a total of
108,950,497 grown-up "workdays" on the cwperative farms.
Out on the farms the slogans were: "Save fuel
Get maximum
aueage from every gallon of gas." Seeds and fertilizek were transported
by sleds in winter, sometimes by horse-power, often by woman-power,
to save gasoline. Cows that were not good milkers were harnessed to
harrows to save fuel. Thousands of tractors were refitted.with gas generators using Iacal fuels-wd, lignite and peat. A woman named
Darya won fame by working 2710 acres per tractor, while saving t goo
gallons of fuel; it was done by a steady driving pace of almost no stop,
and constant r n for the machines. A woman named Piatnitsa became
a celebrity by reaping 4500 acres with her combine while saving 500
gallons of fuel.
Ten million city workers planted victory gardenjr. Workers also
went out as repair gangs to the f m area. One Siberian factory, which
sent twenty repair gangs to its "adapted" farm region, wrote a letter
saying: "It is not easy to spare these
workexs hom our factory,
when so many have gone to the front, and our ordm from the front
for war supplies press night and day. But we pledge to make up, £or
their absence by increased productivity and we expect you LQ make
good with the food"
Through such efforts the battle against hunger was won.

.. .
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The Gred Rebuilding
At last the tide turned on the long front of battle. Near Moscow in
the winter of 1941-42 the fannem began to go back tto the Ian& the

Nazis had datroyed. They found a total devastation such as men have .
not seen in all history. All buildings b m t ; all livestock daughter&
aU able-badied people taken away into srhvery, apart hm those who
had died or been killed. The few survivors were d a u s t e d and a.
Ev& the partisans wore k e m a d e straw standals, for their shoeg were
long worn out.
The Russian farmers who had made the p t retreat eastward,
now streamed back. The government railways provided free transportation. The government textile trusts provided some clothing. The
Machine and Tractor Stations moved back with them. The spare parts
that bad been dismeetly buried through the period of German rule
were now dug up. As the Red Army advanced westward, trainloads
of farm machinery advanced behind the h y , gifts from the eastern
farm. The Rostov region alone received h the eastern regions
4000~trachm,of which 1400 were mterpillars, 400 cornbina and other
machine in proportion.
Without a rmf over their heah, the axriving farmen dug themselva into the frozen earth of winter and prepared for spring. And
in alI of the great untouched eastern country, wery region that had r
good harvest "adopt& one of the devastated districts and hgan a
competition as to which shodd be first rebuilt.
On March 3, 1943, the Commissariat of Agrihlture announced that
it was h d y dear that in the regions Iiberated durhg the winter the
d t i v a t d area would be as large as before the war. In a district on
the Don where the Germans had d e d off 'ordestroyed 6,horn
7,000 cows and 50,000 sheep, the harvest after reoccupation was as
large as in time3 of peace. In h e North Caucasus, the Ivano higation
system which waters ~ 5 . m
a m of rice lands, blown up by the retreating Gamma in the winter of 194s-43, w a restored for the s p r i n g
sowing in 1 ~ 3 .
O n March 3, r w, the C o ~ a r i aoft Agriculture announced,the
p s s d o n of the liberated regiom by ordering the return of farm
animals, sending ?mk to the farmers 197,166 head of cattIe, 50,gjg
horse^ and 94 1,4P 1 Sheep.
It will take long to rebuild the hof thee ruined areail. It will
take longer to grow the orchards that the Nazis cut down. But if the
devastation was the greatest in a11 history, the rebuilding will be the
, swiftest ever known.
-. .

4.

Already thaw h e r s in their sod dugouts axe saying: 'This time
we shall build it all new1 The Nazis made a clean sweep of everything.
So now we shall build farms and cities from the earth up, all of the

I

most modern kind!'
They know that they c a n do it. For they have the mgmhtion, and
the will and the bowledge. And they own the resources of one-sixth
of the land surface of the earth.
BrSnpine in the hamst with cmbincs on s North Caucasus c o l k t i v ~f a m .

These Are the Farmen of Russia
Baryshub is a farmer of Russia, H e was born in 1861, the
year that tierserfdomwas a b o U (In Aineria we were setting the
slavesr free.) Xn his youth he paw peasants flogged by the landlord's
agents. He lived through three reigns and two Revolutions and was
nearly 60 when the Suviets m e to power. . . . At the age of 77 he
stood as chairman on the platform in the Kremlin to open the Supreme
Swiet of the Russiian Republic.
Besides being an elected member of government, Baryshub runs
an experimental farm on the Upper Volga. During the war i 15 kin&
of melons ripened in the old man's garden and 24 kinds of grapevim
f l o w e d on his terraces above the river. But in hip load year he bad
a new cask: to move 0ax-gmwing north.
"The invaders have Nined our old& flax districts and we must
develop new b w . I have a new hard flax that mkts frosts," he mid.
And flax moved into Siberia and the Far Easc.

S
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Farmer Scientish and Engineers
In the same year of war a Russian xientifir:farmer evolved a new
variety of rust-immune spring wheat and achieved the creation of
pmmial rye. In the same year Professor Dunin devised a graft method
of plmtipg potatoes that saved 36,000,m pounds of seeds. In the
aame year plant specialist Lysenko organized half a million youngsten
to gather potato eyes and plant them on goo,ooo acres, saving 150,000
tom of potatoes for food The scientist B d n s k y expertnented with
deep subsoil plowing against the day when war ravaged soil could be
m t d to fertility.
In the same year of war a Ruscrian farrner behind the German lines
wrote a letter: ' l e t us mmy food o w r the h n t to, hungry Leningrad."
The letter went from vilIage to viuw until it had three thousand
signam. Then the famum met in their villages, on an island of
land mpIerely surrounded by Germans,and elected their best people

'

ts drive the carts. They tmk two hundred carts of food amma the
German lines to the besieged city. Thirty of the drivers were women.
Three weeks later the 400 am made a second trip.
In the same year of war the cotton growers of Central Asia eased
the strain on the central gmh supply by pIowing two million virgin
mes for wheat without interfering with their cotton. Sixty thousand
farmers on the borders of Iran built a 35 mile irrigation a n a l over a
divide to water go,ooo aaes of rich soil. Farmers of Kirghizia, who ten
years ago were illiterate nomads like early American Indians, built
twenty elecnic power stations during two y e m of war.

These are the h e r s of Russia. They carry on the agriculture of
onesixth of the earth's land surface. They are some twenty million
farming families, united in z50,om large s d e farms, cooperatively
owned and managed. They consider their system of collective powfarming the most advanced in the w d . Together with the acellent
Red Arnty, and the workers of the state-owned enterprisui, they form
the three great pillars of svengtb of modern fighting Russia.
"Cornerstone of Soviet Strategy"
Ambassador Davies thus describes the collective farms of Siberia,
as he saw them from the air. "I shall never forget tbe impremion.
Flying at a height of looo to 15m feet I saw a tremendous farming
region
great fields bigger than our township, in difEerent m1m
of grain all planted with precision, orderly and well kept. . . . This
hinterland of weal&-& the cornerstone of Soviet smtegy."
Collective farmingince the early 'got the dominant type d
farming in Russia-made possible the new type of "People's War."
It gave the Russian h e r s a mighty incentive for fighting and a highly
dcient weapon with which to fight. Through the collective farm3
they were able to evacuate their harvest and much of their farm equip
ment in record time. Through the ~olkctivefarms they set up thax
heroic bands of figbring farmers who attacked the Germans b m the
rear. Through their collective farms they fed the Russian people*kven
when a large section of their grain area was in enemy hands. Through
their collective farms they were able to do what no other nation OCmplished-to turn homeless refugees into immediate produm of
wealth.
Stalin bore testimony to their devotion and effectiveness. Xa his
address on November 7, 1943 he praised the "high degree of under-

...
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standing of the common national interest" which the Soviet farmers
showed He added that, even when the country was deprived of the
Ukraine, the Don and the Kuban valleys, the collective farms were able
to supply the army and the country with food "without serious interruption." 'Without the c o l l d ~ farm@
e
system, without the selfless
l a b of the men and women aolIective farmers, we could not have
coped with this most d i f h l t task."

horn the Dark Past
What makes these achievements seem so miraculous is the &rk past
that constitutes their historical background.
In pre-revolutionary Russia nearly half the land belonged to the
royal family, the monasteries and large landholders. The rest was
scattered arnong some twenty million peasant families, few of whom
lived on their own sod. They lived in v i I l a p where they bad lived
since the Middle Ages, when they were gerfs on the big estates. They
commonly had " l a d rights," rather than permanent title to particuk
pieces. Periodically the village lands would be redivided, ostensibly
giving each family its share of the god land, the bad land, the distant
land and a11 ather kinds of land. A moderately well-off peasant would
have fifteen to twenty a a a , but it would be divided in three to thirty
piem, some of them miles away from his village hut. He would spend
as much time walking to his pieces as in actual labor on the soil.
The strip were long and narrow. It was k d to turn a hanvnv
on them. They were separated by hard boundary ridges, a breedingplace for weeds. The only good thing to be said for this kind of land
division was that, when it was finally abolished by cooperative farming, it was easy to throw the uarrow strips together and plow them
with tractors £ram horizon to horizon. There were no fences or othm
structures to interfere.
The old peasant tooh were crude, mostly w h n and commonly
made at home. The commonest plow was a heavy wooden stick known
as "sokha"; better-off peasants bought an iron blade and set it in this
wooden plow. "I never saw a riding-plav in Russia," said George G.
MacDowell, an American farmer who l i d for fifteen years in Ruda,
helping to modernize the farms. "I have seen hundreds of primitive
wooden sticks such as were used in Egypt when the pyramids were
built. The Russians jumped from these to the tractors without going
through the intervening a m p . "

Sowing was by hand-ttering,
reaping by sickle or scythe, and
t h m h i q by stone rollers dragged-by oxen pver a dirt floor. Such
methods left the Russian peasane pertydtticken. One third of them
had only a single horse while another third had no horse at all, renting
an animal from weaIthier neighbors and paying for it with as much as
half the crop. Such poor peasants could not live off their land, so they
also worked as Earmhands for the wealthier neighbors who were known
as "kulaks"- (fis ts)-because they combined, farming with moneylending and property-lending.
There is no exact American equivalent for the 'Itulalr," since
America's more developed capitalism has specialized the functiws of
banking. Our banker-owned farms are perhap the nehest equivaIent.
"Kulaks" represented the beginnings of capitalism in the feudal village.
Kulaks farmed, but they made their largest income by lending property,
by buying crops for resale to the cities, etc.
Illiteracy was general among the peasants; only one out of ten
could read and write at the time of the Russian RevoIution in 1917.
They were sunk in superstition. They farmed according to the dam
of the church fesxivds, relying on religiougprocessions as the a c q t d
way to get rain. With the gradual retarding of the Russian church
calendar, the "religious" days for sowing were abut a fortnight late.
But no peasant dared break soil before the field-blessing, lest he h a w
bad luck. In
of drought or any emergency, the peasants marched
with holy pictures while the priest sprinkled holy water, as they went
singing and praying through the fields. The c u s t ~ mof h e middle
ages held in the countryside. George B. Madowell hcribes a p m
a s i o n with ikons and torchea in the North Caucasus, against a
hopper pest. The cause of modem farming was greatly advanced when
the younger farmers, with Paris green, kerosene, gas and a i r p h a
wiped out in three weeks the grasshoppers which such pmcwiom had
not been able to do away with in three hundred years.

The First Coop.ra+ive Farms
Any outsider who looked-at the Russian countryside in Novather
19~7,ten years after the R w i m RevoIution, would have a i d that '
modern power-farming lay a century w more in the future. M
y
it was just around the corner. Anybody could know it who W e d
.
to read what Stalin and other Russian leaders were saying.

How could thodie narrow scrip on which it was hard to turn a
modernized for power-farming? How muld those weedinfested boundary r i d p be plowed under, creating large £arm areas
for machines? The quick way, the j u t way and the prosperous way,
the Russian leadem had decided, was to induce those m t y million
peasants to combine their lands into large producers' cooperative farms.
But a farm population takes convincing; and this needs education and
time.
hmdiately after the Revolution the new government had encouraged oooperative activity of every kind. Existing cooperative stores
were given Fust chance at the output of state-owned factories and
rapidly grew into the dominant form of rural trade. Cooperative procasing plants, such m mameries, cheese.factories, oil presses, starch
factories, were helped by government d t s , and b
e an imprtant
factor in the f o d industry of the nation. By 1926the Russian consumer
cooperatives with over ten million members had h m e the strongest
cqmative movemeat in the world.
Cooperation in actua1 farm production is much more complicated
and went at first more slowly. The government encouraged this dm
with easy credits and priorities on farm machinery. This attracted the
poorer peasants who saw in the cooperatives a change to escape financial bondage to the usurious kulaks. Some modern farm praaice
secped into the village through these early moperatives. But since
most of their first members were h m mthe poorest peasantry, it- took
m e years for them to overtake the standard of living of the moderately
well-off peasant. '
TXex early £arming cooperatives were of several kinds, ranging
from gmup that combined temporarily to purchase a few machines to
c l d y organiaed "communa~'which held their lands, machines, liv&
stock and wen some living facilities in common, such as dining-mom
and nurseries. The form that most attract& the peasant families,
however, Iay midway between these extrema. It was called the artel
or kolkhoz (collective farm). Its members kept their houses, garden
plots and family livmock q a m t e l y but pooled the fields that lay
outside the village, and the draft aaimals and implements needed to
work them. Members were asswed tasks under an elected. manage-"
ment and drew harvest-sharesin proportion to their work.
By November 1, 19x7,ten years after the h I u t i o n , the farm
k m , be
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A group of collcciivs fanners visiting the p a t Agricultural Exhibit in MOSCOW.

families in various types of producers' cooperatives numbered 195,000,
which would. have been r e e d as an achievement by the cooperative
movements of most countries; but this was l a than one farming family
in every hundred on the vast lands of tbe USSR. Outwardly they d
h d e difference to the picture of the Russian countryside; mast of the
Iand was still famed ivith primitive tools in long 'thin strip. The
cooperatives tbemselvm were small groups, from ten to thirty h d i e a
working an avenge of 1 5 0 mop a m . Often their Ian& were s t i l l
s c a t t e d in many p h among the village fields. This was far frrwr
what Soviet leaders regarded aa the uxgent need of the counrq-a biasic
changeeer to mechanized fanning through cooperative £oms.
Modern mechanized fanning seemed o u t m y very -t.
But
the Russian government leadersI who kept dose to the inner changes
in the country, h a r t that hard-headed peasants everywhere w e q impressed with tbe success of the farm mperativa, b g h wMdi the
viUage poor were attaining a standard d living qual to the best; that
a ukble form of the cmperative organization was already establihd,
the "artel," ox as it came to be known in its more M o p e d form, the
'Icolkhoz," or d t m i v e £arm. Since the nation's industries were at
last ready to turn out tremendous numbers of new fanu implement$
and wauld soon begin to produce trstaore and complex machine tbey
felt that the time had come at last for a nationwide drive for m o d m
hrmbg.

The Great Drive forModern PowerFarmi fig
drive for modern farming began at the end of 1997. Farm
credits and supplies of machinery to collective farms were rapidly
i n a e a d . A new tax Iaw gave colleaives special exemptions. A new
land law provided that in any village land redivision, the collective^
got first choice and might take their land all in one piece.
In the next six months the membership of the wllectivc farms
doubled. Four months later it had doubled again. By October 1, 1gng
-1ess than two years later-there were i,g~g,ooofamilies in colIective
farms, an almost tenfold growth. Then came the great "CoIlectivization
Week'* in October 1929, when thousands of organizers pouted into
the villages1 backed by machinery and d t s . Peasants swarmed inW
the mllcctives so fast they couldn't be listed.
By May 1930,nearly six million peasant familie- quarter of the
farm population-had joined collective farms. The pa& w a so much
faster than the government arpected that it took five years to supply
aU the promised machines.
The new farms not only dmanded more machinery than the country was producing, t h q needed more mechanics, bookkeepers and
trained people than Russia'had wer had. Working out farm practices
for large s a l e farming for which the world had no precedent with
p a n t s a m t w n e d to strip farming, aeated terrific organization
problems involving tractors' h m , oxen, and hundreds of men and
women unaccustomed to joint w o r t M a y f m s failed, though the
government helped them with repeated aedia and Iatm a n d l e d the
debts. Discouraged membersr deserted farming for what seemed easier
city jobs. For three years the new farms barely fed the munuy and the
town populations went on iron rations of m t y bread.
On the other handl millions of city workers in thousands of I d
campaigns poured into the country districts to help out the farmers in
special emergencies. They knew that Russia's mediaeval agriculture
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held back the nation; that only with modern farms could R d a be
prosperous and secure. I pmonally drove four mechania for a weekend of volunteer help when the fiax-mwing of the M
e district was
threatened. My auto was part of a general cam*
involving hundreds of autos and thousands of mechanics. The four men that 1 took
worked 36 hours on end repairing tmors, while their fellow-work&
made $oad their absence from the factory by doing double ahifts. Not
content with tractor repair, the mechanics listed the faults they found
in the new Soviet-made tractor and published them. Two weeks later
I attended an investigation in which the chief of production of the
Putilov Tractor Works was called before the attorney general of Russia,
informed that he had committed a serious h e by injuring the faith
of the Soviet peasants in Soviet industry, and that not another tractor
could leave his works until the quality was improved Incidentally,
our drive saved the flax-sowing of M
m prwinoe that y e a r 4 gift
of Moscow's city workers to the farms.
The Red h y also turned out to help. I have seen its uained
man-power go down a field like clockwork. starting and stopping to
bugles, while the peasants strove to copy its precision. Every farm lad
who returned from two years military m i c e came back a qualified
expert in some branch of modern farming, thereby winning for tbe
Red A r m y the nickname "The Peasants' University."
Short winter courses were opened in every city for the surrounding
farmers, In the city of Omsk in Siberia in the single winter of 1g~p3o
I saw PO,^ farm men and women taking three month' courses in
every specialty £ram bookkeeping to tractor driving, handing caws or
chickens or managing a 5 0 , m acre farm. The Russian farm population got the habit of universal study for adults, whkh they never afterwards dropped

Kulak Opposition
Another acuity was the fierce o p e t i o n put up by the kulaks.
Their financial dodname of rural life was being broken by the m
operatives and they fought them by means ranging from rumormongering to arson and murder. They poured kemene on tmcmm md
burned them; they set he to ColIectiw farm barns when all the mimala
were in the stalls, and started deadly epidemim among the cattle. Theg
mutilated or murdered farm organizers and govexnmmt agents. Some
of the more reactionary priests took a hand, denoundng the collective

farms as "godless"because they no longer b e d by saints' days, or as
"immoral breakers of homes," bemuse in them old and young were
equal, upsetting the patriarchd family xule of the Old Man. In the
collective farm the young men, fresh from farm schools, had a vote as
good as their fathers,' while hard-working wives mliected more income
than husbands who drank or idIed, To the backward this s.eemed
the breakdown of all morality; but the great majority hailed it as the
road to M o m and to life.
Kulak sabotage reached such a pitch that there was practically a
state of war in many villages. Laws were pasid permitting the deportatih of kulaks on petition h m any village that had adopted
"wholesale mlledivktion," i.e. where nearly everyone had joined the
collective farm. Such yillages held generat meetings of all inhabitants,
and called before them the local kulaks far questioning and judgment.
Most kulaks were. merely warned but a total of several hundred thous a n d were listed for deportation. County authorities checked the Iist
to guard against grudgelisting. Deportees were either sent with their
families and some livestock to pioneer farming regions or to construction jobs in the Urals and Siberia where they worked at regular wages.
After three years they were allowed to work where they chcwre, for by
that time the organization of the colIeaive farms had become secure.
Russians believe that without thee deportations, the early coUedves
might have collapsed under their difliculties, leading to general famine
and e x p i n g a weakened nation to invasion from abroad. It was
brought out in the Moscow trials that the enemies of the USSR were
utilizing the kulaks to bring about just this.

1932-The

mticnl Year

The worst emergency came in Iggn, a year of drought. This, added
to other difficuIties of the new farming's k t stages, caused a serious
grain shortage. In many Ukrainian fields the
farmers
simply failed to gather their harvest. In many cases disgruntled kulaks
sought to further wonen conditions by refusing to gather more tbaa
they needed for themselves. The government awoke to the red situation when the unreaped grain was under the wow. Then it took
drastic measures. T h e farms everywhere owed the governmen't p i n in
payment for the use of the aractorsi and other machinery, for which they
paid rental in kind. For two yeam the government had been lenient
in collecting, knowing the m t i a of the farms. In 1932 they en-
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farced qlleaion to -re
the grain needed to ration the entire country,
including the defaulting farma, and (a fact not realized at the time)
to build up ras-veg against the threat of hvasion by Japan, which
had entered Manchuria and was probing the Soviet Erontier.
Th year rggo-33 was d & M abroad as a man-made famine in
which Stalin starved peapants for refusing to join collective farms,
ignoring the fact that the peasants had already joined the collectives,
and that drought had piled upon other d i f h l t i a to pqduce shortages.
The government took from che farmers only what they owed on their
contracts and used what was oolIected to save the whole country, including the farmers. Statisti= show no dedine in population during
the collectivization perid, 1930-84 and no tremendous rise in deaths
from hunger or any other cause. The fall in the rate of population
increase was comparable to that in the United States which was passing
through its own dificulties in the same period. Facts about the grain
shortage were conceded for a year by Soviet censorship lest knowledge
of Soviet internal di3iculties should provoke an attack by J a p
In the summer following the aitical year of 1932,the help of the
Red Army and the city workers to the farms reached its d m u m in
what was consided a national emergency. All these me&&
brought
the country to the good harvest of t 933. By that time, better farm
practice and inmd macbiney won h a 1 victory. There has never
been a harvest failure since.
Agri'nrliural machinel.p park oJ a typical Machine and Tractw Station (MTS)
in the Ukraine.
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Security on the Soil
years 1930-gg w i l l go down in mankind's story as a turningint in the farm history of the world. In those four earth-shaking
years the Soviet Union changed ov& £mm a country of badly tilled
farm strips and frequent famine to collective farms without crop
f a i I d e largest farm units in the world. By this change the
Russian h e r s won the dream of centuri-ry
on the soil.
Security on the soil. From dough, from f l d s , from mortgages,
from market uncertainties, from the chancm of nature and the exploitations of man. Even to attain fragments of such security, men in all ages
have struggled, emigrated, pioneered--and only a few won the hagmentsl
What is the basis of the Russian fmm' security?
Firrst of all, they cannot lose their land by fomlosure. The lands
of the collective farms are not subject to sale, lease or mortgage; they
are legally public domain, granted by the government to the collective
farmers "without payment and without time limit, that is, fweva"
as the Soviet Constitution words it. Farms may be enlarged by the
entranm of new m e m h or the redamation of new land. As long as
the farmers use their land, it cannot be diminished. When whole
villages have KI be moved, as for the building of the Macaw-VoI@
Canal, or to prevent contamination of the Mwroow water system, it is
done by agreement with h e h e r s , who reoeive an equal w greater
amount of land in renun.
The Swiet farmers thus pay nothing for land. Neither do they
go into debt for heavy machinery, which they wctm on a rental h i s ,
paid in kind, from a unique institution, known an the Machine and
Tractor Station. This is a governmentawned enterp* wK& services
a whole district with machinepaver, workhg the machines far more
continuously than b done on Amerian b.
In this way overhead
m t s are cut on machinery. The coIlmive farmers invest the greater
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part of their surpIu$ pot in depreciating machinery but in livestock,
orchards or other diversifications of farming, which produce increasing
return.

Securify against Made.) Huchations
Security against collapse of markets is attained by advance sales.
Each farm has a minimum quota which it is expected to seU to the
government at fixed price; from this the government feeds the army
and some of the heavy industry. The rest of the crop is also contracted
in various ways, to municipalitim factory dining-rooms or universities,
usually at a somewhat higher price. If the mop rum higher than
expected, the government stands ready to absorb as much as the
farmers wish to sell at the fixed price, which protects the farmers
against loss. The farmers have the option of dkpsiug of their surplus
to private consumers through aolleaive farm markets in the cities.
There are no middlemen and speculation in food is a serious crime.
I€ the government has to absorb an over-abundance of my mop, the
next year's contracts are adjusted to encourage different crops. No
farmer has to guess what mops will be profitable; each a o p is made
profitable by advance p h . Prices are so adjusted that the mps which
the country mast needs and which the region is bat adapted to produce,
are the most profitable.

Losses through

"Acts of God"

No Soviet. farmer ever faces the ethicaI problem posed to me by
an American farma some years ago. He told me that Bocrda had
destroyed the crops of neighboring &trim so that the profits born
his own m p rose. "So we must be pleased when our brother farmers
go bankrupt, because our pxofits inmase. And we must be sad when
there is food enough for the hungry h u e our profits drop!" There
is no such m d i c t between individual god and community good in
the Soviet Union. The bigger the hameit, the more food and the more
pro6ts for everybody. It is to everybody's advantage everywhere to
produce a maximum crop.
Crop losses through "acts of God" are min&ized by better farm
practice and are covered by univmiaI farm insurance. The amount of
insurance varies. It is compuIsory, to insure at least for a minimum

harvest. This costs d y one per cent and provides that even in the
worst drought, flood or hail the fanner will get a return on which he
c . carry on. The more progressive farms are not h t e n t witb this
minimum insurance, but may insure for higher amounts up to a
bumper crop at a mt of two or three per cent.
Thus the collective farms are secure against everything except inner
disorganiza~ionh l l g h laziness or incompetence. Safeguards are p r e
vided even againat this, by the system of achievement payments, which
encourage energy and initiative. This question of incentive and
reward;r for work takes us into the whole questiori of the relation of
the individual farming famiIy to the larger &l~eaivefarm.

What +he Farming Family Gefs
Secwity is a11 very well, but what about freedom? How mu& individual choice has the farming family? What chance to develop s e a l
talents? What chance to advance through preeminence h wori? What,
after all, does the f m e r family get from participation h the coll$aiye
farm?
t
First of all, the collective farm is democraticdly governed. Every
farm worker aver the age of sixteen'hds equal'voice &d vate in: the
general meeting, which eIecfg the management and decides a l l basic
questions, such as the farm plan, the mop rotation anitthe division of
work. Members specialize according to choice and apdtude. AU jobs
are listed in a sale of values according to their ditliculty and the skiU
requid. The basic unit of pay is known as the "work4ay;' which is
a piecework unit based on eight hours average work of a semi+killed
man. Eight hours by a skilled worker such as a tractor.driver may
count as two work days, while higher skills may be paid for at &era1
days quota in a single day. Job are checked by quantity and quality,
and each day's accomplishment is entered in the member's w o r k - b k .
His hamest income depends on his actual work.
Collective farmers are not wage-workers, though their income is
d e t d e d much like wages.' They are joint owners bf the aIlecrive
farm property. Their "workday"Is valued not in money but in harvestEmployem of the Machine and Tractor Seuicmn ax^ w a p w p r k e r s , aa arc thm
OE the state farms, or soukhnd. The latter play an important mle in l a g m t c
farming, in exexperimental farming, and as training untem, But since they dp not
rept.escnt the way of life of the vast majarity of Switt farmers; they will not be
dealt with in this pamphlet.
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shares. Each member draws advances during the year to feed his
family. His full income is known only when all the h a r v ~is
t in. Then,
after taxes and inachine rentals are paid, seed and fodder reserves set
aside, and appropriations made for permanent improvements, for
insdance, for d t u r a l needs (the total, however, not exceeding 40 per
cent of the cash income), the remainder is divided among the members,
in proportion to the "woxkaays,'"ey
have earned. This gives incentive
to earn many "workdays," and an equally strong incentive to inaease
the farms' genqral prosperity which determines the value of each
"workday."

Machinery without Gn'ef
Machines, on the Soviet farms, as everywhere else, rapidly released
labor. In other lands this would have created millions of unemp10yed.
C d l ~ t i v efarmers, owning the hnds of their village, easily found use
for all possible labor power. The first result was improvement and
diversifiation of fanning. To the routine of rye and wheat were added
profitable industrial aops, orchards, new vegetables. M d e l dairyfarms and chicken-ranches were dewloped, which not onIy i n f f d
the profit of the collective fama but supplied pure bred stock for the
households of members. Collective farms began to build power-plants
to Iight their villages, irrigation systems, air-fields for the eduationd
airplanes of the Commissariat of A&culture, labratories for h m
experiment. In some places movementi started for "model farm-.
cities," villages with all the improvements of the big towns. The labor
released by machines, instead of spiIling into a reservoir of unemployed,
was &ganized to raise tbe standard of living of the countryside.
Each family, besides its share in the collective farm &Ids, has ita
private garden q d orchard patch, varying horn half an acre to three
acres: and its farpify livest&, such as cow, sheep, and chickens, wbae
produhs they a u l d use for' themselves or sell as they saw fit. As
ca1leitives gained experience and stability, this individual husbandry
often diminished in importance; by the farmeft own choice. Many
farmers said that, after a day's work in the fields, they preferred to
dress up and g6 to the movies Yike city folk." Other farmers chose to
makt additional income or to work out same hobby in t h w private
gardens. In r&y's war emergency, both the colIedve fields and the
private gardens'are farmed at high pressure.

A New Farm ,Folk

T

HE new farm life has pxaduced what Stalin described as "an entirely new peasantry such as the world has not seen." As the farm
as a whole goes in for diversification, 'eachjob in it becoma a specialty.
The farmer-specialists compete for excellence: they break national and
even world records. Their achievements become h n t page news in the

Soviet press and are rewarded with government decorations and large
prize, for thtzqe achievements are not private matters but increase
the total wealth of the nation.

The Record Breaken
In 1995 a tractor-driver named Bupartsev began driving in high
gear for harrowing, then for sowing and finally for harvesting. His
methods, which demanded exceptional attention to the ground, were
copied by thousands within a year. A girl swineherd made a "pledge"
to the country to raise g6oo pounds of ofipring per sow in the year,
She rigged up special pens in the pastures m that the animals would
not lose weight by needless travel; ahe supervised their food, dri+
and regime with meticulous arer She too became a national heroine.
(Americans who have been privileged to see the delightful Soviet
musical iilm, "They Met in Moscow," have seen her counterpart in the

heroine of this picture.)
A hamester-combine normally harvmts 40 to 50 aaes per day;
Russian champions in 1936 got 125 to 150 acra by adding night work.
Then tbree women operators of harvearter-combinesbroke world m r d s
by harvesting a total of 248, sga, aqd 274 ama respectively in a single
twenty-four hours. The chief inspectar of the Rostov Farm Machinery
Works went to their farm to check tht record: be didn't believe it until
he saw it done on the field.
The record ww made by team-work. The tractor--a crawler typemoved at high gear with a specially stepped-up motor. The combine
operator had installed a speaal amling system for her motor; and had
trained herself to hear d l parts of the machine from her post on the

bridge. The serving uuck loaded while moving alongside the moving
mbine. They ran on s t r i a dedule: one minute to load, five
mintit& to deliver to the grain point a mile and a half away, four
minutes to returh. Drivm and operators changed place at the end
of shifts without stopping'the machinery. Projectors and flood-lights
made night work w easy easy day work. After the run the combine was
found in g o d condition, except that it had shaken of€ bolts. The
reoord makers were devising new attachments for taking on gasoline
and oil without stopping the machines. T h e women had been illiterate farmhands a few years before.
.
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Achievemen+ Wins Honors
People like thh get elected to the highest government bohes. Two
hundred and sixty-one were deputies in the ConstitutionaI Cow@
which adapted the new nationaI mnstitution in 1936. There they listed
hemselves as "oombine+perators, maordrivers, pig-raisers, dairymanagers, catton-pickers, sugar-beet raised' and the like. In earlier
congressa farmers had listed themselves under the old peasant term
of "bread gravers." Farm specialization had estaPlisbed itself.
Among them was the sugat-kt celebrity, Maria Demchenko, who
started the movement for raising twenty tons of beets per m e . Maria's
brigade had hoed the fields nine tima, cleared them of moths dgbt
times, fought drought with the aid of the I o d fire department, which
poured thousands of buckets of water on the fields. Yet, the following
year Christina Baidich, mother of four children, doubled the record
to forty tons per am.1 She tm, rat in the Constitutional Coagresk
There was also Kovardak, the Kazakh girl, who plowed IP,&IP amti in
a single year with her caterpillar tractor, and Rakhmatov, not 1
since a hsllktarved Uzhk farmband, who,
brigade-leader on a
mpemtive cotton farm,r a i d the yield from the usual UzbeZr standard '
of 1-3/5 bales per a m to the haedible w e of 16 bales. In lgsg
the cotton yield in the USSR was at the American average of a b u t
2 / 5 of a bale per a m . In 1937, the average Soviet yield had doubled,
while the record-winning Republic--that of the yellow-skinned Kirghiz
-had an awrage yield of g-4/5 bales per acre. Since "Kirghiz" cotton
is almost all grown on i-ted
land, the fair cornparison here wonld
be nitb California mcrm. .Lo
irrigatd, WW
naaa m
1-i/3balersperaat+
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The Betler Life
Better farm methods, as exempli6ed by the pacesetting recordbreakers noted above, were reflected also in increased income. CoUective farm earnings grav from 4,568,000,000 rubles in 1932 to
18,7g8,ooo,ooo in 1938. These figures mean little to Americans: too
many factors have to be considered for these rubles to be translatable
into dollars. T h e y were translatable into silk dresses. perfumes, musical
instruments, bicycles, omeras. phonographs, alarm clocks, radios which
appeared in increasing profusion in Russian vil*
where formerly
even bedsheets and table dishes were rareli seen. Purchases of clothing
and household gds'doubled in the farm areas between 1932and 1938;
purchases of "cultural gods" such as books and musiical instruments
increased five-fold, I have met Russian farm families who.built a new
Ilouse out of two or three harvests. These purchases axe made through
the wading cooperatives, which have 40 million members, and carky
on a11 the trade of rural Russia.
In peace time collective farmers go in for a g a d deal of travel.
They are not tied by year-round work as on the family farm. T h e y
take vacations, usually in winter. T h e big health resorts of the
Crimea and Caumu+in the years F o r e the present wa-made
extensive winter reservations for the collective farms.
Part of the farmersaincome goes for music, art, drama, study of a l l
kinds, h o s t wery farm has its drama group and music circle, and
most farmers study something. The f m have 95,275 rural dub
buildings, used for lectura, concerts and dramatic performances. Amateur groups produce modern pIays, Russian and foreign dassia such
as Moliere and Shakes-.
'There are q,mwell equipped &en tihc
laboratories on dlective farms, h i d e s tens of thousands of smalI
"cottage laboratories."
Thus. the farmers tie in with the educational movements of the
nation. The farm laboracwies are outposts of the experimental work
of the Commissariat of Agriculture, planning the fanning of a continent. The music circles have connections with conservatories of
music in .the cities and leading conservatories have branches in the
farming sections. Theater troupes from large centers tour the farm
theaters. Amateur dramatic and musid p u p s from the farms take
part in great folk festivals through which the art of the land is intexchanged. Talented children, discovered through these festivals, get
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Stdying wheat germrr~ufionin the "cotrage laboratory" of a coflcctivc farm
in the Chuwh Autonomous Republic.

scholarships in the Moscow, Conservatory of Music or in training
schmlrs of world renowned M m w theaters.
Thus through collective farming the mediaeval Russian peaant
became in less than a demde a scientific fanher, a reader of books and
listener to r a d i m citizen of the modern world.

No More "Country vs. Town"
But these achievements were not secured by the farmers in hulation. They were attained with the help of the industrial workers and
the government in h e 'boperating country" that Russia has kmme.
From the beginning, Soviet leaders set out to eradiate the ageald
antagonism between the farmers and the city workers. Hitler used
this antagonism to build his Nazi-fascism. gaining the support of
farmem through their suspicion of city workers. This suspicion even
d t s to a certain extent in Amerim, though the traditional antagonism is not as deeprmted. In tsarist Russia the antagonism was
very great. Soviet leaders broke it down by a syskern oi get-togethet
activities and mutual help. This could be done because, with jointly
owned wealth, the intents of farmers and city workers do not eon9ia.
Mechanics volunteering to repair farm tractors know that they are
not helping a few farmers get rich at the expense of others, butthrough colleaive farming-are hereasing the wealth of the nation,
so that they themselves will get more food and clothes.
I

Farming a Continent

T

Soviet Union develop all its productive resources, both of
farms and of factory, by joiELt planning. The Fiveyear Plans applied agriculture as wewel as industry, and kllective farming gave the
farmers an active share in this planning. It bepossible to farm
the continent as a whale, much as one man farms his family acres.
HE

The "Farm Plan"
Farming a continent starts with the "Farm Plan" in each I d
collective farm. This is a formidable document of twenty or thirty
printed pages, accompanied by daborate charts, discussed in detail
with government experts and then adopted by the general meeting
of the farm m
~
~ Its adoption
p
. takes commonly several months
of dimssi~nand amendment, u s d l y the winter months, When
adopted, approved by the munty and regktefed with the c
o
w
authorities, it has the form of Iaw, and becoma the basis on which
the nationwide plans are built. T h e local farm's s u m is thenceforth
judged by the extent to which it fulfills or s q u m its Plan.
The 'Tlan" begins with a m u w y of the farm's b d s and their
general nature. Then came the farm's people. number of families, of
able-bodied workers, old folks and children, and the expected nurmaI
popuIation inwase throu* births for many years to come. This is
fo11owd by the n u m b of a l I kinds of livetock and their expected
increase, by n a W means and by p-.
The reasdn for thirs is
that the farm p h to supply its membm and their livestock with
basic food, in addition to its a s h mops. Questions of the amount of
land to be sown to ash aops are taken up with the government, and
are decided on the basis of an adjustment between the government's
demands £mm this particular region and the conditions of the individual farm.
'

'

O n the basis of all this, the Plan 6xa the u o p rotation, considers
the number of workdays needed in c o m w n with the able-bodied
members. and takes up projects of permanent improvement to utilize
surplus labox-power.

The Machine and Trador Station

.

.

The connection between collective farms is supplied by that unique
institution, the Machine and Tractor Station, which came into
existence in iggo out of the dire need of f m for machinery which
they were unable to buy and incompetent to use.
I saw the first of &ese stations-in January of that year. ,On the
boundless steppe not far horn Odessa stood a giant machine-shop
surrounded by garages holding m a tractors, with full complement of
tractor-drawn machines. White cottages housed mechanics and working pexsonnel. This station was the center of power-farming for one
hundred and fifty thousand acre. Xt supplied machines on contract to
Sixty-pevenvihges.
T h e sixty-seven villages were of four nationalities: Russian,
Ubtainian, German and Jewish. They had different methods and
problems and made different contracts with the MTS. A German farm
at Naikova, had plenty of horses, but used tractors to break virgin
soil. A new Jewish collective at Felix, used tractors for most operations.
Each farm paid in grain after harwst for the machine-power used.
Charga were reckoned at cost, for the MTS was self-supporting, but
not profit-making. Tractors went in spring to the villages and returned
to the MTS in winter for over-hauling. Each lractor had two or three
full-time drivers, who kept their machines going night and day. Thus
all these sixty-seven villages, with Mereat needs and methods, were
knit. into one great power-hmhg system by the MTS.
The M d n e and Tractor Station h a m e at once a district agricultural headquarters. It served as such for farm experts t o w k g the
villages to help in crop rotation plans. It b e m e the center for winter
murses for farmers. It b e a m e the center for farm credits. In its very
f m t year the MTS near O d m a was buying selected wed and importing
h c h vines, young apple me=, purebred cows, sheep, pip and
cbickens for the sixty-seven villaga it served.
By 1937, a net-work of thousands of MTS covered the country,
servicing practically all the collective farms with machine power.
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This system gave the h e r s machinepower handled by exper&
wiihout heavy overhead, and payable in kind at harvest. It gave the
government an annual grain incant without middIemen, in retuni
for the use of machines.
By 1937 the shortage of machine p e r was over. Half a million
tractors brought power farming.to all the aolIeaive farm fields. This
is only about a third as. many as in the United Statest, but Russian
tractors average ngoo hours of work annually, q against an average
Amerian use of 400 to 600 hours per year. "Hardly more thm the
pductivity of a hone," say the Russians, shocked at the idleness
of precious machinery on American family-sized farms. Russian
machines work day and night, and specialize on the heavier operations,
leaving lighter work to horn. In 1938 tractors did 71-5 per cent of
a11 the plowing and 56.7 per cent of all the sawing, as against one
per cent of the plow@ and twetenths per cent of the sowing ten

years before.
The increase a£harvester-combineshas been even more spectacular.
The fmt appeared in North Caucasus in rgsg. Fourteen years later
Russia was using t 6 8 . ~ more
,
than twice as -y
as were being used
in all the rest of the world Outside the USSIP the chief user of combines is the United States, which has somewhat more than 60,000.
Germany, France and E n g h d together have less than two hundred.
Xn Russia half the total grain weage is barrested by ambines, while
over 95 per cent hi h a t e d by some kind of rx)mpk machine.
''Russia and America Farm"

"Russia and Anmica fann; the little nation$ d E w p e garden,"
was the judgment passed by an Amerian grain farmer who made a
survey of Emopean agriculture.
Ten years ago the R w h hamegterambine copied the herim.
Today the Russians make their own, with many improvements. Theirs
is sturdier than ours, more expensive at &t a t . built for maximum
steady use. It is developed by constant experiment. One summer I
met in the Soviet hamest fields a scientific expedition testing forty-five
new varieties of harvesting machines, many of which were che muIt
of f-'
suggestions. The expedition comprised lo scientists, 1%
economists, 15 agricultural experts, loo engineers and technichas and
more than a hundred m&e
operators. It was only one of four such

ductivity, operating c a t s and a
e
c
t on mop. The tests determined
what machines should go into mas production the following year.
Under the W, Russia was subject to frequent famine; in twenty
years from 1890 to 1910 her statisticians counted four @ harvesls,
thirteen poor harvegts, three famine years. Under collective farming
from 1933 onward, every harvest was higher than the kind formerly
accounted goal. The best prerevolutionary harvests reached 80,000,ooo
metric tons of grain, but wen dry years after lggg gave over go,ooo,ooo
tons, while 1937, a year of good weather, gave the s p e c t a b total of
I I j,ooo,ooo metric tons of p i n .

the World

I
I ' md
President Kalinin once stated that in industrial ~)roductionthe

I

This proud boast is borne out by many concrete facts. Nowhere is
scientific discovery in farming more active than in the USSR. One
pIant specialist has developed a variety of perennial wheat, which
alanted in the autumn of ~aao. dud four m,rw in two vears
sprouted and ripens very much earlier. By this methd winter wheat

'
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Aviation in farming is'one spectacular new development. TI&
stages of collective farming, when farm newspapers
sent out small educational aifD1aaes. The Peasants' Gazette maintained
five such planes which worked their way north in sowing an
landing on the farm fields to spread d of new methods.
By 1934 a Farm Aviation Trust operated twelve mon
6wing pine trees in January snows of Siberia, sowing sand oars in
d ~ e r t to
s bind the sand, sowina extra-early
in dF,. &om
, main
"
- direct
into meIting snow and soft mud where tmcmrs could not travel, sowing
rice in North Caucasus, fighting plant pests, forest pests a d maIarhL
mosquitoes on a tremendous sale. Farm aviation takes day-old chicks
from incubator stations to h
s a hundred miles away; it d e s

began in the k t

C

I
I
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tomato and abbage d n g s that are started in tbe warm B W Sea
region, to ripen near Mcmm or LenOne major m k is penkhting. In 1933 airplanesl cleared a million a a a of malarial masquitoes by dusting swamps with Paris green; and in the same year
c l d 800,- acres of grasshoppers and 1s7,m acres of boll weevil.

Moving Back +he Desert
As exciting as farm aviation ia the redamation of great deserts
that lie between Europe and Asia. Years ago, when I lay sick with
typhus in the Vole famine of I gol, I read in H. G, Wells' "Outline of
History" that all this region is slowly and inevitably drying up in the
long retreat of earth's Glacial Age. It sounded as fated as the march
of the stars and the circling of planem.
Soviet dentists today have challenged this inevitability. They are
moving the dmerc back. A great belt of
hundreds of milee Iong
has k e n pIanted to shield Southeastern Europe horn the hot desert
winds. In regions where wer-gmzing disintegrates the dusty soil, the
government qulates pasturage. Hardy plants have been developed
whose deep.mts pierce far down to subsoil moisture these are sown
from the air to bind the sands. By all these meam one of the worst
dust-bowls of Asia is king brought back to soil stability. Our "shelter
belt'' of trees and soil conservation measurn are bringing similar re
suits ill h e r i a .
New and picturesque fatm practices have developed in the dry
regions. One of these is snow-retention, widely practiced on the grain
farma of the Tram-Volga steppe. The scanty winter snows, almmt the
only moisture of this region, are kept £mm blowing away by fen=,
and by plowing the snow in winter at right angles to the wind. Soviet
farmers wen grow wheat in parts 01 the demlate Karakum Daert.
Three vatietiea have been developed whicb ean be grown where rainfall
does not ex&
1.9 inches pm year.
Trench-plantingis anorher method of daert-£arming. It was h d
that many seemingly watmIess areas have merves of moisture some
distance Wow the surfax. Trenches .with sloping sides were dUg
and a thin layer of humus soil placid w the bottom, in which mp
were planted. The trenches protect the planes from win*, they are
also cooler by day and warmer by night than the open desert. Potatoes,
cabbage, tomatoes, b a n s , eggplant, carrots, melons are among the
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vegetables that bave hen thus grown. Even orcldds and vineyards
have h e n laid out in mch trenches, further protected by W e r s of
poplar and tamarisk trees.
Irrigation, of course, is widely used in the dry regions. In Central
Asia it is of amient origin, but enthusiastic collective farmers have
extended it very widely by their winter labam in addition to the great
canals that the government has built. Elsewhere it has been inmduced
£orspecial emergencies. I r e d the dry summer in Kabardina-Balkaria,
a small state of the North Caucasus, when men and women turned out
to dig hundreds of miles of ditches to the mountain torrents, using the
enthusiastic slogan: 'We have mountains; we don't need rain!" The
mar ambitious irrigation project plans to divert the A h u Darya, one
of Asia's great rivers, back to its ancient channel, where deep silt
awaits the quickening touch of water ta k a m e richer than the valley
of the Nile.

Conquering +he Arcfie wifh F~arms
The f m achievement most famed outside the Soviet Union is the
conquest of the Arctic, where the celebrated northern farms m a t e a
food base for the strategidly important Great Northem Sea Route
along the Arctic Coast of Europe and Asia. The last of the Russian
tsars sent an adjutant to investigate the p i b i l i t i e s of the Arctic H e
reported: "Farming, iike every other pursuit, is impassible in this
eternal night." The Soviet pcople attacked the Arctic as a national
adventure. They invented special airplanes to scout its areas. They
set up weather stations dong the Arctic coast. Trained men went north
with stumppulling machina, bushatters, bog-plows to clear the
jungles. Scien'tist9 dweIoped special plants for the north.
Crops are raised today
once the reindeer was not st& d
surviving. The must northerly $m in the worId is a Soviet farm lying
noo miIa beyond the Arctic Circle. A rust-prwf ptato has been
grown whose leaves are green at qine degrees below kczing. Dozens
of agricultural stations raise whei; oats, barley, potatoerr and many
vegetables in polar regions, and have extended their work in wartime.
In 1944 new varieties of flax, hemp and sugar beets were pImted in
the northem stations with wccess.
Rwia's c o h x i v e farms have transformed a continent in the past
tm years in acmrcIanoe with a plan. Wheat, rice and.mton m&d
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north to new areas; potatoes, a cold muntry m p , were,trained rd move
south. Tramportation p b I e m were cut by developing self-8daent
areas. New mps w e e induced, such as citrus fruits; tea, and rubber
bearing piants.

Rubber a New Crop,
An outstanding example of the introduction of a'new crop is the
cultivation of natural rubber from a weed that forberly g m w wild
in the mountains of CentraI Asia.
Interest in the psibilities d natural rubber production began
with the first plans for the industrialization of the So$et Union. For
'

modem industry is u n W a b I e without rubher. It is essential in the
chemical industries, in electricity, and in automotive and draaft

.

There were no home 80of supply, and the rubber output that
virtually the whole wwld d m upon came frrnn the 'mt Indies and
Southeast Asia. As tbh war bas shown, thae SO&
could h cut
off by an aggressor power.
T o meet &Is problem, the Soviet Government embarked op two
vent-the
manufacture of synthetic rubber and the planting of
crop yielding rubber.
In synthetic rubber production the Soviets have had apedally
outstanding s u m .
However, synthetic rubber remains more expensive than nifural
rubber and is not aa satisfactory for a number of industrial uses. Them
fore, Soviet industry has turned to native kawhkonossi or rubber bearing plants, the search for which began simultaneousIy with the =&*
in synthetic rubber. In the search for n a t d r u b k ; known plants
from 'abroad were cultivated and studied, but it was the native plants
that gave the k t results.
On January 17, 1931, there came into being a committee of ofentists, one of whose chid movers was Academician N. I. Vavilov. Under
the direction of this committee the rubber hunt was turned into a
directed and coordinated nation-wide research.
In the next three years somethirty major expeditions were organized
which collected and studied nearly 5,000 specimens. Thme came from
over 1,000 species belonging to $16 plant genera. Of the nearly 5,000
specimens colIectd, over 600 contained at least a trace of rubber. The
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plant now king dtiwted, kok sagy~was ~ v e by dan expedition
headed by one Bukhanevith, a worker in a Macow aniline dye
Thirteen f k undertook the experimental mltivation of kok
sagyz and other plants dkovmd, and imported plants like the Mexican guayule and the dandelion wed developed in this country by
Edison. Research institutions in rubber planting were organized at
Moseow and waqphm, with branches in the Ukraine, the Caucasus
and Central A&.
I%)1985 the Department had produced enough seeds a d pIants
to nwer the folIowing w a g e s : 4,470 a m to kok
2,770 a m
to tau sagyz; r;po to guayule; 800 aam to a plant mlled vat-;
and 9 4 0 a m t? a pImt called evIrommio.
Actually the, phtinga that year were the find stage of a battle of
the species. T 4 e winner was kok w.
V
e planting of kok sagyz had begun in lggg and from
this l a r g e d e planting ~ t i o had
u poured in. The pdentiCdy
minded, @ml
farmers on the M e t mliectivm poured in m p
to the r
d caters, supplying data which would have taken long
yeam to work out in the laboratories.
It is such collaboration bemen planter in the field and marcher
in the field station that made kok qp,like other Soviet aSr;cultad
triumphs, pcwsible. Among the great names in the development of Itok
sagyz, are thase of p h people like the Mosaow dye worker Bukham
vich; the collective fann chairman, Shkomv; the woman d k d v t f m
brigade l&,
Pamudm
It was found that the r u b k in kok mgp a v ~ ' f o u and
r meW,pr cent o i the root weight; that it cur be extracted the hnt year
aftq growth, ficb makes it highly impwtant in the war e m e q p c y
years; and that the rubber -tent
@as h t h in quantify and quality
if the root is permitted another one or two years' growth. So far; the
best.pethd fdund for extraction. is to dry the root,
it and
then by ~ v i or
4 centrifuging, w r i n g the rubber nut in a water
or dkaIimsol~tiox1.
h w r e me&
are so simihr to k e t sugar extraction that it has
k n psible Pb turn sugar mills into rubber mills owmight. In this
respect also, kok dagp fitted conveniently into the w a r h e .-p
the war kisb approached, the importance Bf rubber was rreognizep in the espblishmmt of a new, speda
dwMd to
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extending nibber production, both synthetic and n a t d . Established
in 1941, b e new commissariat was headed by Tikhon Borisovich
Mimkhin.
By that time kok sagy had become an important mop. In ~ g p l ,
xc/o,m acres were under kok sagp and the plan for 1942 called for a
million a m . Under the war impetus the acreage total has probably
been exceeded,
In 1941 the amage yield per acre was W t y pounds, but yields
as high as 150 pounds had been obtained. As seed stocks and cultivation methods are improved, higher 6may be expected,
T h a results have ken put at the disposal of its allies by the Soviet
government.
Kok sagyz seed has been sent by plane t o America and Canada, to
New Zealand, AusaaIia, India and Great Britain.
In England the plant is being intensively studied in experimental
plantings in the Royd Botanical Gardens at Kew, and seed is being
distributed for experimental plantings in twenty other localities
throughout the British Isles to test the growth in every variety of soil
and climatic conditions on the islands.
Thus kok sagyz is acting in its own way as a binder in the solidarity
of the United Nations.
Their l a n k and h a m s devastated by the .&maw, millions of mUecthAb
farmers Rod to ta& rfuge in dugouts such ks this,

VIII

m u Restoring the Liberated Areas
E have wen how the collective £arms in the front fine districts
met the test of war. We have seen how the collective farms in the
drest of the muntry won the battle against famine. The greatest mirade
of all has been the s w i f t return to life of the ravaged Ukrainian fields,
almost completeIy liberated in the spring of 1 9 4 . The guerrilla
fighters who jekt their plows for guns are back at their plows again,
turning up bng furrows of earth mixed now with the blood and the
bones of their brothers. Far in the rear the farmers who fought the
battle of production so heroidly took on without question the added
task of sharing their machinery and their cattle with those who have
started life anew in the reoccupied areas.
O n August n 1, rgqg, at the height of the Red Army's summer
offensive, a decree was hued outlining in detail m e a s m for the
rescoration of liberated territory covering 273.I 50 square miles. These
measures were to be carried out by the federal and 1-1 government
Iin cooperation with the people themselves.

W

E. C. Ropes in the Foreign Cornmar~eWeekly far April
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igpp,

I. Return to the collective farms of the livestock evacuated
to the East.
11. The per capita inof livestock on the farms of the
liberated areas.
III. The restoration of poultry raising on the collective farms.
IV. Exemptions in connection with deliveries of agricultutal
p d u c t s to the state.
V. Relief in seed for farms for the fall plating of 1943.
4'

VI. Restoration of mchk-tntctor stations and rnadIinetradcm
repair shops.
VLI. Assistance in the restoration and building of dwellings for
farmers, etc.
VIU. Restoration of railroad stations, n i b a d sheds and other
structures.
Grant of alloanent garden plots and exemption from obligatory deliveries for railroad workers.
X. T h e organization for chiIdren of soldiers and guerrillas, and
for orphans of the German -pation,
of military schools,
trade schools, children's homes, and receiving and distributing stations.
Exact step were worked out for the fulfillment of each of these

J
X

points.

I

As regards the r a t d i n g of these areas with cattle, livestock

evacuated eastward and their progeny in the intervening perid were
to be returned together with additional livestock to be supplied from
the unoccupied areas. T h e totaIs amounted to 197,166 cattle, 341,4n I
sheep and goats, and 52,939 horses.
Measures were outlined for the transportation of the Livestock,
erection of transfer stations, veterinary inspeaion on arrival and
distribution to the farms left destitute by the retreating Germam.
Provision of caws to individual colleaive farm m e m h was ammgd
for with equal care. For the restoration of poultry farma 5m,000breed.
ing birds and 9,6m,m incubator chicks were to be provided by the
Government. Simultaneous provisions were made for building materials to construct new hatcheria and for fuel to run them. Other points
were similarly worked out to the last detail.

Achievemen+ Report
O n February 5, 1 ~ the, commit& charged with the supervision
of this work published a report of its s u c c d u l fulfilhent, which is an
d n g record of achievements in reconstruction m i e d on in +e
midst d the greatest battles of all time.
The plan for the partial ratoation of livestock was more than
fultilled. In oxder to understand the ratoration measures in fivestock,
the extent of the devastation must be understood. For, disastrous as
the Nazi invasion was to mops, it was even more so to livestock. This

F

is made dear in a recent article on agri&ud rdmbilitiition by
Lazar Volia and Sylvia Goodstein.'
In the districts i f the Ukraine liberated by late autumn, 1943, there
remained only 6.5 per cent of the pwwm number of horses, 6.2 per
cent of the attle and 1.8 per cent of the sheep. The total amount af
cattle s u c c d l l y evacuated was not large.
Within less than a half a year over 1,7eg,w head of cattIe, including
the re-wacuated, were ratored to the liberated areas. To these were
added more than 880,ocm d v e s purchased by the Government from the
east-central regiona of the USSR. Many thousands more were contributed by the farmers t h m l v e s in the eastern regions.
Collective famu also received more than 1,600,om cubic meters
of timber for the restoration of farm buildings. The returned herds
of catrle were well housed duriryg tbe winter as a resuIt. And in d e r
to provide trained manpower to handle them and inswe the healthy
development of the livestock, 7 1 schools for veterinarians and their
assistam and fox specialists in animal husbandry were set up, five abwe
plan. These schools graduated 8,402 experts.
The exemptions provided for collective farms as a whole and for
individual farm families, either releasing them wholly from &heobligation of making state deliveries, or reducing their quotas, were carried
out according to the plan.
The provision for the distribution of seed for fall sowing fell a
trifle short of fulfillment, but even so almost loo,ooo metric tons of

seed were alluated.
The plan for restoring the ruined machine and tractor stations
was carried out with particular success. The number restored was
575, and 978 repair shop were set up. Over six th~usand*~
evacuated
tractors were returned (there were go,oao traaok in the Ukraine ia
1940)~
as well as other n-ary
farm machinery and implements, in
excess of the plan proposed. Along with these went building materials,
spare parts, fuel, lubriants, and skilled labor. The latter included
not only 3,587 mined farm workers and specialists returned to their
homes, but 600 new farm school graduates assigned to the most needy
districts.
S4C "The USSR in Rcoomruction,"Arncrican Russian Inutltute.New Yorl.

** By June. 1
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it was reporled that since the expulsion of tbt lavadm the
over 3 . m maom
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New housing was especially vitai b u s e of the systematic demo&
tion d d out by the-retreating Germans who, when they had time,
razed village completely to the ground. The houses newly consrructeCt
or &mtructed numbered 926,461 in towns and workers' settlements,
.and ~66,050in the villages. This enabled more than ~,goo,ooopeople
to move from dugouts and damaged buildings into livable dwellings.
To faditate construction, local plants to manufacture building materials were set up according to plan, and building l m n ~up to 10,000
rubleg to each family were made by the Agricultural Bank. No less
imposing are the firelating to the restoration of railway buildings,
stations and homes for tailroad workers.
Special trade schools were started in'the liberated areas accommodating 9 . m children. In addition nine Suvorw miiitary schools and
children'shomes accommodatingmore than 14,000orphaned youngsters
were opened.
The b
t available buildings were turned over for the use of these
children's homes. The collective fanners contributed building materials, f a d supplies and household goods. Thousands of a m of Iand
were allotted to the schooLs on which they are growing their own
f d supplies.

Helping Hands from Afar
One of the most striking aspects of this whole process of restoration
is the way in which collective farms in the interior have voluntarily
taken upon themselves the additional burden of sharing their machinery, their livestock and their p d w , so greatly needed by themselves, with thm whose need is still greater. From all over the country
supplementary aid, over and above that provided for in the plan,
has ken pouring in a steady stream into the liberated areas.
A favorite method for v i n g this out is for whole regions to take
patronage over the collective f a r m of a spified area. I ~many
I
w
a collective farm will take the responsibility of helping to get a specified
collective farm on its feet. The three southern republia of Tadzhikistan. Georgia and Azerbaidhn, which are high on the government
honors Ift for their farm work d u r i q the war, have k e n in the foreh n r of this movement. Georgia, for example, has taken patronage
over all the collective h
s of the Stavopol and Krmnadar regions.
This means that not only are they sending everything they can to hdp

-

now, but they are cultivating additional plots w h a products w i l l be
sent them Iater.
The farmers of the liberated regions have in turn proved themselves worthy of this pmxity. T o the rich Kuban mion of the
Kmnodar region, for exrunpIe, where planting must be completed
by April 15, spring mme late in igqq, and the wh& plan for plowing
and sowing was threatened. The area had been stripped so bare by
the Germans thar almost d the seed planted had to be sent in from
outside. Heavy d m turned the roads to bogs; but when tru& and
arts- stalled and floundered the peamints themselves d e d miUioxlir
of pounds of seed grain to the fields on their backs in ord& that the
sowing should ti completed on tim&d
it was. And over the whole
Ukraine this spring, there wm not a single collective farm that didn't
accomplish miracles. In the w a r h l a t e d southern Ukraine the plan
was exceed by Ir per cent.
By June I , lgqq, the area sown to grain mop in tbe USSR srar r
whole ex&
the xgqg area by about ~g,mo,owm;in v-blw
and potatoes by a,goo,ooo aaes* (Later figures indicated an inerewe
of go,aoo,wo aa-es in grain over last year.)
1 sovie; d n u a l , workem are doing their pan in the restomtion of
'rgricultm. The Soviet Government Art Committee organized concat
and dramatic group who toured the v d h p to help provide relaxation
and keep up the morale of the farm w o r h as they toiled
Mawice Hindus wrote recently of the inestimable contribution
rhat is being made by women on the farms. Visiting the mllectives in
the Moscow pwince, Hindu was walkmg along a country road at
midnight with a Soviet county agent, who pointed to a light in the
distance and !aid:

,
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"That's a girl operating her tractor by torchlight. Her crews are
pldged to work 2,470 acres of land this s e w n , with 15 h.p. tractor
equipment, so it keqx the tractor going day and night.
Never
before in this region did any tractor aav matte such a high pledge.
That's more than three times the prewar average.''

. ..

Where rhey haven't traccws, they use horses, and even m w are
being broken in to h n e s a and used fw plowing and saving. Some
of the comespadents have written of d g human kings t h d m

New parta far tractors bave been d n g from the ruined Kharkcw
tractor plant since last November, just three month after the liberation of Kkrkov. It h being =toted with almost incredible speed.
Its shattered machines, dug from the ruins are being rebuilt and by
the end of the year will be turning out complete mctors again. Meantime hundreds of new workers are being trained for skilled jobs in the

plant when it is in production again.

Spsdalista and Thdr Skills
*A special concern of the government planning organizations has
been the suppIying of a sacient number of agricultural specialists
and skilIed waken to the liberated areas. The director of the employment bureau of the People's Commissariat of Agricu1tul.e has been

swamped with requests from Central Asia, Siberia, the UraIs and other
sections of the Swiet Union, from specialists and others eager to help
in the rehabilitation program.
The. problem is being met chiefly thxough a training program.
During the winter of rgqg-qg, 3,000,0& collective h e r s took intensive courses in scientific @culture. Many thousands of experts
were thm turned out by a@cultural colleges all over the country.
The agricultural colleges in the Rostov, Stalingrad, Krasaodar, Voronezh, Kbarkov, Orel and other freed regiom are being swiftly re
established, so that locaI people may be mined.
Momow's agrimltwd colleges have organized special "r&&er'"
courses for farmers horn the liberated areas who are k i n g returned
from the fighting h a to their fields. They must learn new s k i I S
how to restore fertility to soil that has been reduced to b a r n desert,
to once rich fields now weed-ridden and tom by bombs and she&
and trenches. Even the soil which the invaders aid to cultivate has
deteriorated through the primitive methods applied by the Germans,
and the sabotage practiced by tbe Russians who refused to be serfs.
Artides in the Soviet press indicate that the demands of reconstruction are aeating new and higher staudards of work for specialits.
The former tendency which sometime appeared toward wer-emphasis
on paper work and voluminous repts, is swiftly disappearing.
Thus, the gigantic plan for ~ g e gis weU under way in all the
liberated areas, as wea as in the rear, providing for greatly extended
seeded areas. Some of the m p s which have "changed addresses," that

I

n.

is, been introdumd into new axeas,
have so liked their new homes that
they remain, Ekwhere they are being returned to their old homes. In
1943 the yields of dI mops but grain
were above &use of t g e , while production of vegetabla and potatoes
was above that of any pmwar year.
Due to the &tent of the devastation
and the shortage of manpower and
draft power on the farm, there can
be no thought as yet of reacbing pre
war acreage or pradftdvity. But this
year will show great increasers in, an
crops, as the good Soviet land is returned to those who own and love it. ,

IakLrn-

In thh pamphlet I have tried to
new, modern type of A Turkmcniar, .chooIgirI h e l p
bring in the bar!? haruest of a
farming that Hitla mmuntered in colleaiw tam, in
his attempt to conquer the Soviet
repub lie.
Union and then use its mum to
conquer the world.
O n the battlefields Hitler's wehrmacht faced masters of mechmized
war who had been trained on the Soviet Union's mechanized farms and
factories. In the less known battk of hunger the incepted, collective
£arm system overcame the Nazi seizure of about a third of its food
growing areas, The resourcefulnm shown is little short of miraculous.
The Soviet farmers won the battle of hunger. That victory was as
.decisive in its awn way as the Battle of Stalingrad.
d-be
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